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Abstract. This paper presents a novel method for multi-view sequential scene
reconstruction scenarios such as in aerial video, that exploits the constraints im-
posed by the path of a moving camera to allow for a new way of detecting and cor-
recting inaccuracies in the feature tracking and structure computation processes.
The main contribution of this paper is to show that for short, planar segments
of a continuous camera trajectory, parallax movement corresponding to a viewed
scene point should ideally form a scaled and translated version of this trajectory
when projected onto a parallel plane. This creates two constraints, which differ
from those of standard factorization, that allow for the detection and correction
of inaccurate feature tracks and to improve scene structure. Results are shown
for real and synthetic aerial video and turntable sequences, where the proposed
method was shown to correct outlier tracks, detect and correct tracking drift, and
allow for a novel improvement of scene structure, additionally resulting in an
improved convergence for bundle adjustment optimization.

1 Introduction

During the past years there has been a surge in the amount of work dealing with multi-
view reconstruction of scenes, for example in applications such as robotics, surveil-
lance and virtual reality. For the reconstruction of general scenes, state-of-the-art algo-
rithms [1, 2] provide very accurate feature tracking, camera poses and scene structure,
based mainly on sparse feature detection and matching, such as with the SIFT algo-
rithm [3] and others inspired by its concept. However, one specific scenario for recon-
struction is aerial video. Accurate models developed from aerial video can form a base
for large-scale multi-sensor networks that support activities in detection, surveillance,
tracking, registration, terrain modelling and ultimately semantic scene analysis. Time-
effective, accurate and in some cases dense scene models are needed for such purposes.

In such cases, image acquisition is sequential and camera movement is smooth, such
that it can be modelled as planar by segments, and in general is parallel to the dominant
plane of the scene. Additionally, intrinsic parameters such as focal length and principal
point remain constant. These are usually assumed known, and generally extrinsic pa-
rameters such as instantaneous position and orientation are at least roughly known due
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(a) Dense reconstruction (b) Close-up view of errors

Fig. 1. Reconstruction (a and b) of the Walnut Creek dataset (sample images in b), based on dense
correspondences. Examples of inaccuracies in the computed structure due to occlusions (green),
repetitive patterns (red) and texture-less regions (yellow) are highlighted.

to GPS and IMU readings, respectively. In the case calibration data is not available, it
can usually be estimated by making use of feature tracks across the images, but then
relies on the accuracy of such tracks. Even if camera parameters are known, and are
accurate, the accuracy of the final multi-view sequential reconstruction still relies fun-
damentally on accurate feature tracking. Due to varying lighting conditions, occlusions,
repetitive patterns and other issues, feature tracks may not be perfect and this skews
subsequent calibration and structure estimation. Inaccuracies may remain even after ap-
plying robust estimation procedures and outlier detection, such as with RANSAC [4].
An example of the effect of such errors on a reconstruction based on dense feature
tracking is shown in Fig. 1, which reveals regions that were reconstructed inaccurately
due to tracking errors. Furthermore, due to the lack of ground-truth information for
the cameras and/or the structure, reconstruction algorithms usually resort to non-linear
optimization of parameters to reduce total reprojection error, which is the most mean-
ingful geometric measure of accuracy in the lack of ground-truth. However, this can be
the most expensive element in a reconstruction pipeline, despite efficient sparse imple-
mentations [5]. Furthermore, such bundle adjustment requires a good enough starting
point close to the global minimum for convergence.

The main contribution of this paper is to present a novel technique for improving
feature track accuracy as an intermediate step in sequential multi-view scene recon-
struction, for applications such as in aerial video. It is based on using the camera path
as a source of strong and additional constraints in feature tracking, such that tracks that
do not meet the constraints can be corrected, resulting in an improved scene structure.
This introduces more and different constraints with respect to the classical factorization
approach [6]. As will be shown, such improvements are evidenced by a reduction in
total reprojection error and an improvement in the convergence of bundle adjustment.
Additionally, it will be shown how the same framework allows for a simplified structure
computation, which is less expensive than traditional linear triangulation [7].

The algorithm treats reconstruction of a sequential video sequence, such as aerial
or turntable, as a set of segment-wise, sliding window-type connected set of smaller
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reconstructions. For a given segment, beginning at its anchor frame, feature tracks and
camera poses (if not available from GPS/IMU) are first computed. Then, rays from the
segment’s camera centers and through all computed feature track positions are inter-
sected with a plane that lies parallel to the best-fit plane for the segment’s cameras. As
will be discussed, taking such a sample ‘slice’ of ray space makes it possible to infer
the overall harmony of all feature tracks in consensus, where it becomes easy to iden-
tify where there may be specific, individual errors. The power behind this algorithm
is that it uses consensus information from all tracks and the camera path to introduce
additional, strong constraints into feature tracking. If the cameras or at least some of
the initial feature tracks are accurate, inaccurate tracks can be corrected to comply with
the consensus parallax movement defined by the cameras and accurate tracks. Scene
structure for the segment can then be computed through a very simple procedure. Such
segment-wise track computation and immediate evaluation can be used as the building
block for sequential reconstruction under more general camera motions, as many can be
well-approximated by planar motions over small segments. The cleaning up of tracking
inaccuracies at each step allows for stable sequential reconstructions, where errors are
not allowed to accumulate over time, which also has a positive effect on bundle adjust-
ment, whose convergence is improved with more accurate tracks and structure as input.

An overview of general and sequential multi-view reconstruction is provided in Sec-
tion 2. An introduction to the concept of parallax paths is provided in Section 3. The
application of parallax paths to improve feature tracking and structure computation is
detailed in Section 4, followed by results (Section 5) and conclusions (Section 6).

2 Related Work

For scene reconstruction, the input is a set of images and in some cases camera cal-
ibration information, while the output is typically a 3D point cloud along with color
and/or normal information, representing scene structure. Camera parameters include
intrinsic parameters, such as focal length, skew and principal point, as well as extrinsic
or pose parameters of absolute position and orientation, and radial distortion. Intrinsics
and extrinsics can be encapsulated in 3 × 4 projection matrices for each camera [7].
For estimating the epipolar geometry [7] between views, camera calibration and scene
structure, most algorithms make use of feature tracks between images. Software pack-
ages such as Bundler [1] are capable of estimating tracks and all parameters from a set
of images. This and other algorithms are based on SIFT feature detection and track-
ing [3], but there are a number of other sparse and dense methods in the literature.
Dense tracking assigns a correspondence in a destination image to each source image
position, and can be computed through a variety of methods [8], such as optical flow.
Dense approaches especially suffer from issues such as occlusions, repetitive patterns,
texture-less regions and illumination changes, which dramatically affect the quality of
the tracks and reconstruction. An overview of different pose estimation methods based
on feature tracking are given in Rodehorst et al. [9]. Scene structure can be computed
from feature tracks and projection matrices using for example linear or optimal triangu-
lation [7]. Once pose and structure estimates are available, a common fine-tuning step
is to perform a bundle adjustment, where the total reprojection error of all computed
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3D points in all cameras is minimized using non-linear techniques [5].
There are a number of successful general reconstruction algorithms in the literature,

and comprehensive overviews and comparisons are given in Seitz et al. [10] and Strecha
et al. [11]. As for sequential reconstruction algorithms, Pollefeys et al. [12] provides a
method for reconstruction from hand-held cameras, Nistér [13] deals with reconstruc-
tion from trifocal tensor hierarchies, while Fitzgibbon et al. [14] provides an approach
for turn-table sequences. In general, our approach differs from these and other algo-
rithms in its use of additional constraints arising from the camera’s motion into solving
for feature tracking and scene structure. It is also important to note its differences with
Tomasi-Kanade factorization [6]. This method can recover shape and motion from a
sequence of images under weak-perspective projection. The main observation is that if
feature tracks of scene points are collected in a measurement matrix, scene point tra-
jectories reside in a certain subspace. This matrix is of reduced rank because tracks for
scene points are constrained, as the motion of each point is globally described by the
rigid transformation which the object or scene is undergoing. The end goal of structure
recovery based on a geometric constraint, as well as the handling of outliers, is of sim-
ilar nature to our work. However, our approach differs substantially in that we use two
constraints under full perspective projection, can correct the feature tracks themselves
using a non-algebraic solve, and use correction information to efficiently compute scene
structure. It also differs from RANSAC [4], where one can for example estimate epipo-
lar geometry and cameras accurately even in the presence of some outliers, but structure
computation for uncorrected tracks would still be inaccurate.

3 Introduction to Parallax Paths

This section will further introduce the concept of parallax paths. The primary observa-
tion is that, for smooth and planar camera trajectories, parallax movement correspond-
ing to a scene point viewed by the camera is uniquely determined as a unique parallax
path on a parallel plane, such that all viewed scene points trace equal parallax paths up
to translation and scale. A parallax path for a scene point is defined as the path formed
on a plane, over time, of rays from the camera center and through the point. Dually,
a scene point uniquely determines a feature track in a set of images. The concept is
shown in Fig. 2(a). The plane onto which parallax paths are created will be referred to
as the reconstruction plane, π. Though a parallax path can be thought of as continuous,
it is really made up of discrete samples, where the camera’s time resolution (frames per
second) determines how close adjacent samples are on the traced path. For a given cam-
era position in time, the set of parallax path positions it traces on π, corresponding to
every scene point viewed at that instant in time, are defined as replicas. To illustrate this
concept, Fig. 2(b) shows the parallax paths created for a sparse turntable reconstruction.
Notice how each set of replicas in Fig. 2(b-c) visually resembles a 2D projection of the
3D object onto the reconstruction plane. Some conditions exist on what reconstruction
plane should be used, and this will be discussed further in Sec. 3.1.

Mathematically, it is straightforward to show that a camera point moving on a plane
as in Fig. 2(a), shooting rays through a set of fixed 3D positions onto a parallel plane,
produces identical projected paths up to scale and translation. The 3D positions ef-
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(a) Parallax paths concept (b) Traced parallax paths (c) Replicas

Fig. 2. Each 3D scene point, when projected from the cameras viewing it onto a plane, traces
a unique path as the camera moves (a). Sparse ground-truth reconstruction of the Dinosaur
dataset [15] with parallax paths and replicas (one highlighted in red) traced on the plane Z = −1
(b), with camera positions at Z = 0 rendered in blue, and a top view of replicas on Z = 10
obtained for the Campus synthetic aerial dataset (c).

fectively act like pinhole cameras. Let Z be the axis perpendicular to the two parallel
planes, with X and Y axes tangent to the planes, and (Xt, Yt, 1) be the camera point
at time t, with Z = 0 set as the camera plane. Then for 3D point (X, Y, Z) the projec-
tion of the camera position is (X ′, Y ′, Z ′) = (X/Z, Y/Z, 1/Z − 1) + (1 − 1/Z)) ∗
(Xt, Yt, Zt), which corresponds to a scaling and translation of (Xt, Yt, Zt).

3.1 Parallax Path Calculation

In practice, a discrete parallax path for each scene point can be computed directly from
3 × 4 projection matrices Pt for each camera location in time and its corresponding
feature track. In our coordinate representation, we define each projection matrix as Pt =
K[R|T ] [7], where K corresponds to the camera’s fixed 3 × 3 intrinsic calibration
matrix, while Rt is its absolute orientation matrix and Tt its absolute translation at time
t. Each camera center position, Ct = [Xt, Yt, Zt,Wt], can be computed from Pt as in
Eq. 1, where pj corresponds to the jth column of Pt [7]. For any kth feature track, a
ray from camera center position Ct and through its pixel coordinates xkt on the image
plane at time t can be computed parametrically per Eq. 2 [7]. The right pseudo-inverse
Pt+ of projection matrix Pt is computed from Pt+ = PT

t (PtP
T
t )−1. Since a ray can

be defined with two points, one will always be the camera center Ct and the other a
point Xkt in space defined by the parameter λ.

Ct = [det([p2, p3, p4]),−det([p1, p3, p4]), det([p1, p2, p4]),−det([p1, p2, p3])] (1)

Xkt(λ) = Ct + λ(Pt+)xkt (2)

To compute the intersection between such a ray and the reconstruction plane π =
(A,B, C, D), the value of the parametric distance ‘λ’ along the ray is computed, for
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which the intersection is achieved. Let the ray R(λ) = R0 + λRd, λ > 0, such that
R0 = [X0, Y0, Z0] corresponds to the camera center coordinates Ct at time t and Rd =
[Xd, Yd, Zd] is some point along the ray. If the plane is defined as AX+BY +CZ+D =
0, then A(X0 + Xdλ) + B(Y0 + Ydλ) + (Z0 + Zdλ) + D = 0, which yields the value
for ‘λ’ shown in Eq. 3. Performing this ray-plane intersection for rays from the camera
through a scene point at each time instant results in a discrete parallax path for that
point. Parallax paths can then be computed for all available scene points.

λ =
−(AX0 + BY0 + CZ0 + D)

AXd + BYd + CZd
(3)

The use of a proper reconstruction plane is key, and must comply with a series of
criteria. First, it should lie parallel to the best-fit plane for the set of segment camera
positions. It should be placed such that scene structure lies in-between both planes, with
the only effect of its distance to the best-fit camera plane being an absolute scaling in
parallax path coordinates on the reconstruction plane; all relative positioning remains
constant. Notice how a non-parallel reconstruction plane would result in distorted par-
allax paths up to a transformation, while with a perpendicular plane information about
the true camera trajectory is lost. It is also important to note that the framework can
only be used in cases such as in aerial video and certain turntable sequences, where
scene points do not intersect the visual hull made up of the scene and cameras, since
otherwise a suitable reconstruction plane cannot exist for constructing parallax paths,
because rays would lie directly on the camera plane.

4 Feature Track Correction Based on Parallax Paths

In this section, it will be described how the parallax paths framework can be used to cor-
rect feature tracks and compute structure in sequential reconstruction. The computation
of parallax paths as described in Section 3.1 is performed in segments of a longer cam-
era trajectory, where movement for a segment is mainly planar. The segments should be
chosen such that there is overlap and all possible feature track positions are covered by
at least one segment. Such processing can be thought of as a ‘sliding window’ type of
correction. If the number of segments is increased, feature track and structure correc-
tion for a given segment involves fewer tracks and should be computed faster, so total
processing time is unaffected. Thus, the global solution to feature tracking and structure
computation is broken down into individual sub-problems. This is key since the amount
of images in aerial video could be arbitrarily long, yet each sequential solve can be kept
small. For now, focus will be on explaining the correction process for one particular
segment, though concatenation across segments is necessary for long sequences. For
one segment, the process is summarized as follows. The first step is to place all com-
puted parallax paths in a 2D position-invariant reference, such that paths only differ in
scale. In that reference frame, a set of best-fit locus lines and a consensus path can be
computed. Parallax paths are then corrected to fit the best-fit lines and path, the actual
correction is applied on parallax paths positions over the original reconstruction plane,
and reprojected into each camera’s image plane to obtain new, corrected pixel feature
track coordinates. A flowchart for the correction process is shown in Fig. 3(a).
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(a) Flowchart for feature track correction (b) Corrected structure, top view

Fig. 3. Flowchart for track correction based on parallax paths, for one segment of a sequential
reconstruction (a). An example corrected structure is shown in (b) for the Stockton dataset.

4.1 Segment-Based Parallax Paths Computation

To each segment, anywhere along the sequential reconstrution, there is an associated
anchor frame where it begins. For a given segment, the first step is to compute feature
tracks for its m images, beginning at the anchor. Any algorithm discussed in the In-
troduction can be used, which can also compute camera intrinsics (assumed constant
throughout) and extrinsics if these are not initially available, or with software such
as Bundler [1]. Accurate projection matrices are key towards our algorithm’s success,
since inaccuracies will skew the obtained parallax paths. Next, a reconstruction plane
is chosen parallel to the segment’s best-fit camera plane. Now, parallax paths can be
computed as in Section 3.1 using the computed feature tracks and projection matrices.

4.2 Parallax Path Analysis on a Position-Invariant Reference

Once parallax paths have been computed for the segment, as shown in Fig. 4(a), the next
step is to eliminate the effect of position such that parallax paths differ only by scale. To
this end, all parallax paths and projected cameras are placed in a separate, 2D position-
invariant reference location, such that the parallax path positions of each track at the
anchor frame coordinates all coincide at the same origin. In this representation, shown
in Fig. 4(b), it becomes clear to see that the position-invariant parallax paths follow the
shape of the projected camera path exactly, but at different scales. This is key towards
our algorithm, as parallax path position and scale uniquely define the parallax of each
scene point. As discussed next, in general this situation will not occur, and inaccuracies
in the shape and scale of parallax paths will be present.

4.3 Enforcement of Inter and Intra-camera Constraints

In the position-invariant reference described in Section 4.2, for perfect cameras and fea-
ture tracks, parallax paths on the position-invariant reference form identical yet scaled
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(a) Top view of parallax paths (b) Position-invariant reference

Fig. 4. Parallax paths and projected camera path (in green) obtained on a reconstruction plane for
a set of scene points (a). The paths placed in a 2D position-invariant reference are shown in (b),
where continuous curves for a few paths depict that they only vary in scale s.

(a) Perfect case (b) General case

Fig. 5. Parallax paths and projected camera centers on the position-invariant reference, for perfect
cameras and feature tracks, form a ‘perfect grid’ (a). In the case of inaccurate feature tracks (b),
deviations exist with respect to this grid. In this example, position-invariant parallax paths are
shown for five scene points, where discrete path positions are drawn in a specific color and joined
by continuous light-grey curves. Each locus line is drawn in light green for each of five cameras
C1 to C5. The projected camera path appears as a discrete set of larger blue squares, joined here
by a light-grey curve. Notice how each curve is a scaled version of the projected camera path.

versions of the camera path projected onto the plane. Furthermore, all features seen by
a given camera yield parallax path positions that are collinear, along locus lines. An
inter-camera parallax path constraint holds for all cameras involved in a given feature
track, while an intra-camera locus line constraint holds for the features from all tracks
that are seen by a given camera. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 5(a), where parallax
path positions form a perfect parallax paths grid at the position-invariant reference.

A closer analysis of Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 5(a) reveals another very important concept:
in the position-invariant reference, we have proven that all replicas, corresponding to
parallax path positions traced for all scene points seen by the same camera, lie along
the same line along with the projected camera center, known as a locus line. In a perfect
setting, reprojection error is zero for a scene point whose position-invariant parallax
paths lie along such lines, across all cameras that view it. Notice that movement is pos-
sible along locus lines, such that reprojection error can be maintained at zero for a scene
point with respect to any of the cameras, but then the shape of the parallax path, and
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(a) Scaled paths (b) Consensus path (c) Locus line

Fig. 6. Scaled position-invariant parallax paths (a), best-fit quadratic to the scaled paths (b) and
example of a locus line for a perfect parallax paths grid (c).

its scale, are violated. The very power of the parallax paths technique lies in the fact
that the inter-camera parallax path and intra-camera locus line constraints jointly create
a ‘grid’ over the position-invariant reference, which in the perfect case associate both
the exact parallax scale and perfect feature track for a scene point, and this principle is
the main concept behind the proposed feature track correction scheme. In the general
case, however, feature tracks are inaccurate, such that position-invariant parallax path
positions will not lie on the perfect grid. This is shown in Fig. 5(b). The novel feature
tracks correction procedure essentially comes down to creating a best-fit parallax paths
grid from all the available inter-camera and intra-camera consensus information, such
that the resulting grid defines adjusted feature tracks.

The creation of a best-fit parallax paths grid is a two-step process. The first step is to
obtain a consensus parallax path. Since our algorithm does not alter camera parameters,
the consensus path is the position-invariant projection of the camera path. Alternatively,
to relax the strong dependency on camera accuracy, in order to achieve a consensus path
that is not necessarily the exact projection of the camera path, first all parallax paths on
the position-invariant reference are scaled such that they match the scale of the pro-
jected camera trajectory, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Next, a best-fit curve to the obtained
positions is obtained, for example by obtaining the best-fit quadratic or cubic to the set
of equal-scale paths, which yields low residual errors over short, smooth trajectories, as
shown in Fig. 6(b). For each position-invariant parallax path, the consensus path is then
scaled such that the residual error with respect to the original path is minimized, and
this defines the final parallax scale for the corresponding scene point.

The second step is to compute a locus line corresponding to each camera. An exam-
ple of a locus line is shown in black in Fig. 6(c), for a perfect grid. Since our algorithm
does not alter camera parameters, such lines are a direct function of the cameras, defined
between the origin of the position-invariant reference and the camera projection’s posi-
tion on this reference. Alternatively, to relax the strong dependency on camera accuracy,
a robust line-fitting technique can be used, for example linear regression embedded in
RANSAC [4]. Finally, the best-fit grid results from intersecting the locus lines with the
scaled consensus parallax path at each position-invariant parallax path location. The
power of this grid is that it forces outlier tracks to comply with the constraints imposed
by the cameras and/or inlier tracks. In fact, parallax paths are essentially a constraint
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on the entire state space of a structure from motion problem. With ground-truth values
for all parameters, the parallax paths will fit the model perfectly, which is also true of
epipolar constraints on feature matches. For scene positions along each anchor frame
ray, having zero reprojection error means the corresponding points in all images are
on the respective epipolar lines. Ideally, if this were true for all scene points, this im-
plies that all camera parameters and tracks are perfect, and all scene points will form
perfectly matching parallax paths, up to scale and translation.

4.4 Adjustment of Feature Tracks and Scene Structure

Once the best-fit parallax paths grid has been created, the difference between the origi-
nal position-invariant paths and the grid is computed. Finally, this difference is applied
on the original reconstruction plane parallax paths. Each corrected path position is then
reprojected to each respective camera, in order to obtain corrected feature tracks.

Another advantage of this framework is that it allows for a very simple update of
scene structure. For the kth corrected feature track, the corresponding scene point Xk

can be computed in terms of its previously-recovered scale sk as shown in Eq. 4 us-
ing the corrected parallax path coordinates on the reconstruction plane for the anchor
camera, Tk,1, and anchor camera center C1, which uses simple interpolation assuming
a scale of ‘0’ at the reconstruction plane and ‘1’ right at the camera center’s position.

Xk(sk) = (sk)C1 + (1− sk)Tk,1 (4)

Given that rays through corrected tracks now intersect exactly in space, this is much
more simple than having to use for example multi-view linear triangulation [7], where
a system of the form AX = 0 is solved for a best-fit 3D position, with an A matrix of
size 2N × 4 for N cameras, using for example Singular Value Decomposition.

Concatenation of Corrections Across Segments The discussion so far has focused
on describing the algorithm for one segment. However, concatenation of corrections
across neighboring segments is straightforward. The parallax paths correction can be
performed totally independently for different segments, but always making sure and
adjusting any feature tracks that span multiple adjacent segments such that they always
have the same parallax scales, since each scene point corresponding to a track has a
unique parallax movement as seen by the total set of cameras.

Relation with Epipolar Geometry Finally, it will be shown how the presented frame-
work is geometrically valid as it meets the necessary epipolar geometry constraints.
Given projection matrices for each of the cameras in a segment, it is possible to extract
pairwise fundamental matrices Fij between any camera pairs. In general, let Pi be the
projection matrix for the first camera of a pair, Pj for the second camera, Pi+ is the
pseudo-inverse of Pi and Ci is the camera center for the first camera. The fundamental
matrix between the two views is then given by Fij = [PjCi]xPjPi+ [7].

The first result is that a locus line on the position-invariant reference, when placed
on the original reconstruction plane such that it intersects the parallax path position
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corresponding to a feature track position seen in a given camera, reprojects on that
camera’s image plane as an epipolar line, associated to the fundamental matrix com-
puted between itself and the anchor camera, as well as the anchor frame feature track
position. Furthermore, if locus lines are computed for any two cameras CN and CM and
a pixel feature track position xM is known for the Mth camera, the exact correspond-
ing feature track position xN in the Nth image is given by an intersection of epipolar
lines with respect to both camera M and anchor camera 1, as shown in Eq. 5. This rela-
tionship is very powerful, as it allows parallax paths to ‘induce’ very accurate epipolar
geometry-based estimation even at very long baselines.

xN = (FN,1 ∗ x1)× (FN,M ∗ xM ) (5)

5 Results

A number of tests were designed to test the general behavior and accuracy of the pro-
posed feature track correction framework on a number of real and synthetic scenes
representative of smooth, continuous camera trajectories. This includes an analysis of
the accuracy of corrected feature tracks and scene structure after correction. All tests
were conducted on a dual-core Intel Core 2 Duo machine at 2.13 GHz with 2 GB of
RAM, on one thread. Both sparse and dense feature tracking were analyzed.

One way to test the overall harmony of the resulting feature tracks and structure
after correction is to compare the number of iterations, processing time and total re-
projection error after applying bundle adjustment on the corrected set, referred to as
PPBA, as opposed to applying it on the original feature tracks and structure, which
will be referred to as TBA. The cost function to minimize, total pixel reprojection er-
ror, is the sum of squares of the reprojection error of each scene point with respect to
each of its corresponding feature track positions, summed over all scene points. The
sparse SBA implementation of bundle adjustment was used [5]. The results are shown
in Table 1. In general, the time it takes to compute the parallax paths correction and run
PPBA is faster than TBA, and converges in less iterations, with a lower final repro-
jection error. The combined time for PPBA plus parallax paths correction is less than in
TBA for Dinosaur (70 ms) and dinoRing [10] (20 ms). For Stockton, an aerial video se-
quence, it’s slightly greater (2.07 s) for the sparse case, but lower for the dense case. For
fountain-P11 [11] it’s also greater (0.98 s); notice that this is not an aerial or turntable
sequence but we were still able to apply our method. In all of these cases, however, the
final reprojection error was significantly smaller, even if timing was sometimes higher.
For the Palmdale aerial sequence, a reconstruction was tested for which bundle adjust-
ment does not even begin to iterate due to the high initial reprojection error, to see how
our algorithm would behave with very inaccurate cameras. In this case, the algorithm
failed to improve the tracks, as evidenced in Table 1. Our system is capable of clean-
ing up even large tracking errors, but not with very inaccurate cameras, as this skews
creation of the best-fit grid for detecting and correcting such errors. However, if using
robust techniques such as RANSAC to estimate the cameras from initial feature tracks
despite some outliers, or GPS/IMU coordinates, this is generally not an issue. Also, we
assume mainly static scenes, and don’t account for movers directly, though inaccurate
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tracks due to movers are also fixed to comply with the consensus parallax movement.
It is very important to note that since the feature track and structure correction fits a

consistent geometry with the cameras, bundle adjustment converges faster and all it re-
ally does is incrementally fine-tune the cameras and structure further. This can include
radial distortion, which our technique does not account for explicitly. On the other hand,
bundle adjustment applied using the original feature tracks tries to minimize reprojec-
tion error but based on tracks that potentially have errors themselves, and thus a zero
reprojection error is possible without having an accurate structure in a ground-truth
sense, since it is optimized to inaccurate tracks. Performing bundle adjustments more
efficiently per segment, after the extra correction step, further increases the robustness
of the final sequential reconstruction.

Another test dealt with analyzing the quality of the resulting feature tracks. Fig. 7(a)

Table 1. Comparison of total reprojection error ε in pixels, processing time t in seconds and
iterations I of Levenberg-Marquardt, for bundle adjustment applied using the output of the pro-
posed algorithm (PPBA) versus bundle adjustment applied using the original feature tracks and
structure (TBA), along with number of scene points NSP .

Dataset PPBA ε (px) PPBA t (s) IPP TBA ε (px) TBA t (s) IT NSP

Stockton 0.126 1.45 26 4.991 1.58 27 4991
Stockton dense 0.003 25.35 29 0.1041 27.73 31 151098
fountain-P11 0.232 0.80 82 4.851 0.32 31 1219

Dinosaur 1.208e-09 0.04 17 2.256 0.09 39 257
dinoRing 0.009 0.01 18 6.929 0.03 29 92
Palmdale 178.32 0.02 1 165.094 0.01 1 3978

shows a plot of SIFT-based tracks in image space. The pixel locations of every feature
that makes up a track are joined by curves of the same color, such that curves that do not
follow the general flow are inaccurate. Notice how some of the SIFT-based tracks are
inaccurate. Fig. 7(b) shows the resulting feature tracks after the parallax paths-based
correction for the corresponding segment, where the flow of tracks is more smooth.
Fig. 7(c) shows the difference between the original and corrected parallax paths, for a
small set of those feature tracks. The greatest differences are obtained for paths corre-
sponding to track positions whose cameras lie farthest from the anchor, caused by the
build-up of errors due to drifting in feature tracking. Besides correcting very inaccu-
rate tracks, the proposed algorithm also detects and prevents such drifting for any track,
allowing for error minimization in concatenation across segments and the ability to pro-
cess very long image sequences without accumulating significant tracking errors.

Finally, the positive effect of the proposed correction on scene reconstruction can
be shown. In Fig. 8, notice how outlier tracks, as evidenced in Figs. 8(c,e), are corrected
to fit the geometry of the good tracks and cameras. It can also be seen that inaccura-
cies in structure, such as the dip highlighted in red in Fig. 8(a), are corrected with our
method, resulting in a better structure such as the smooth road in Fig. 8(f).
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(a) Original tracks (b) Corrected tracks (c) Detected drift

Fig. 7. Image locations of initial SIFT-based feature tracks (a) with errors marked in red and their
parallax paths correction (b) for a turntable reconstruction. The positional difference between
original and corrected parallax paths for a few select ones (c) shows that the algorithm detects
feature track drifting, as evidenced by greater deviations from the reconstruction plane origin that
correspond to track positions for cameras farther from the anchor frame.

6 Conclusions

This paper presented a novel framework that makes use of the strong constraints im-
posed by the projection of a camera moving on a plane onto a parallel plane to allow for
segment-wise feature track correction and scene structure computation, for applications
such as in reconstruction from aerial video. Over sequential segments of the camera’s
path, intra-camera and inter-camera constraints imposed by the path allow for the detec-
tion and non-iterative correction of inaccurate tracks, leading to an improved final scene
structure. Results were demonstrated for real and synthetic aerial video and turntable
sequences, where the practical, efficient and inexpensive proposed method was shown
to correct outlier tracks, detect and correct drift, and allow for structure improvement,
while improving convergence for bundle adjustment optimization.
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